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QUESTION 1

While provisioning a dedicated Autonomous Container Database, which backup retention can NOT be implemented? 

A. 60 days 

B. 7 days 

C. 15 days D. 120 days 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which statement is FALSE about Autonomous Database Maintenance on dedicated Exadata infrastructure? 

A. If a scheduled container database maintenance run cannot take place, Oracle will automatically reschedule
thecontainer database maintenance for the following quarter. 

B. Autonomous Exadata Infrastructure maintenance takes place at least once each quarter and is 

mandatory. 

C. You can change your container database maintenance window or reschedule a single container database
maintenance run to ensure that your container database maintenance runs follow infrastructure maintenance within the
same quarter. 

D. Autonomous Exadata Infrastructure maintenance runs are for infrastructure patching (including patching of
theExadata grid infrastructure code and operating systems updates), and include database patching. 

Correct Answer: D 

Exadata infrastructure maintenance takes place at least once each quarter and is mandatory. 

If a scheduled container database maintenance run cannottake place (because of changes made to infrastructure
maintenance scheduling or other reasons) , Oracle will automatically reschedule the container database maintenance
for the following quarter. 

You can change your container database maintenance window or reschedule a single container database maintenance
run to ensure that your container database maintenance runs follow infrastructure maintenance within the same quarter.
Exadata infrastructure maintenance patches the Exadata infrastructure (including patching of the Exadata grid
infrastructure code and operating systems updates), and DO NOT include database patching. 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a requirement to create an Autonomous Transaction Processing database that can support at least 200
concurrent statements per OCPU as well as parallelism. 

Which service will you need to connect to? 

A. TPURGENT 
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B. TP 

C. MEDIUM 

D. LOW 

Correct Answer: A 

tpurgent: The highest priority application connection service for time critical transaction processing operations. This
connectionservice supports manual parallelism. 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/atp-cloud/atpug/connect-predefined.html#GUID- 9747539B-
FD4644F1-8FF8-F5AC650F15BE 

 

QUESTION 4

You are requested to analyze a year\\'s stock purchase data which is stored in Autonomous Data Warehouse instance. 

Which tool would you use to automate data exploration and create pivot tables? 

A. Business Models 

B. Data Load 

C. SQL Developer Web 

D. APEX 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Youhave an Autonomous Transaction Processing Database with three OCPUs and auto scaling turned on and your
application is using the TPURGENT service. The load on the database increases from three OCPUs to nine OCPUs. 

What is the total number of concurrent statements that the TPURGENT service can support? 

A. 900 

B. 1800 
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C. 2700 

D. 1500 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/autonomous- database/adbsa/manage-
priorities.html#GUID6E4DCD27-CDAA-432D-A90B- 485C19EF72B0 It\\'s 300x the number of OCPUs for TPURGEN 
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